An increasingly popular method for finding information online is via the Community Question Answering (CQA) portals such as Yahoo! Answers, Naver, and Baidu Knows. Searching the CQA archives, and ranking, filtering, and evaluating the submitted answers requires intelligent processing of the questions and answers posed by the users. One important task is automatically detecting the question's subjectivity orientation: namely, whether a user is searching for subjective or objective information. Unfortunately, real user questions are often vague, ill-posed, poorly stated. Furthermore, there has been little labeled training data available for real user questions. To address these problems, we present CoCQA, a co-training system that exploits the association between the questions and contributed answers for question analysis tasks. The co-training approach allows CoCQA to use the effectively unlimited amounts of unlabeled data readily available in CQA archives. In this paper we study the effectiveness of CoCQA for the question subjectivity classification task by experimenting over thousands of real users' questions.
Introduction
Automatic question answering (QA) has been one of the long-standing goals of natural language processing, information retrieval, and artificial intelligence research. For a natural language question we would like to respond with a specific, accurate, and complete answer that addresses the question. Although much progress has been made, answering complex, opinion, and even many factual questions automatically is still beyond the current state-of-the-art. At the same time, the rise of popularity in social media and collaborative content creation services provides a promising alternative to web search or completely automated QA. The explicit support for social interactions between participants, such as posting comments, rating content, and responding to questions and comments makes this medium particularly amenable to Question Answering. Some very successful examples of Community Question Answering (CQA) sites are Yahoo! Answers 1 and Naver 2 , and Baidu Knows 3 . Yahoo! Answers alone has already amassed hundreds of millions of answers posted by millions of participants on thousands of topics.
The questions posted to such CQA portals are typically complex, subjective, and rely on human interpretation to understand the corresponding information need. At the same time, the questions are also usually ill-phrased, vague, and often subjective in nature. Hence, analysis of the questions (and of the corresponding user intent) in this setting is a particularly difficult task. At the same time, CQA content incorporates the relationships between questions and the corresponding answers. Because of the various incentives provided by the CQA sites, answers posted by users tend to be, at least to some degree, responsive to the question. This observation suggests investigating whether the relation-ship between questions and answers can be exploited to improve automated analysis of the CQA content and the user intent behind the questions posted. To this end, we exploit the ideas of cotraining, a general semi-supervised learning approach naturally applicable to cases of complementary views on a domain, for example, web page links and content (Blum and Mitchell, 1998) . In our setting, we focus on the complimentary views for a question, namely the text of the question and the text of the associated answers.
As a concrete case-study of our approach we focus on one particularly important aspect of intent detection: the subjectivity orientation. We attempt to predict whether a question posted in a CQA site is subjective or objective. Objective questions are expected to be answered with reliable or authoritative information, typically published online and possibly referenced as part of the answer, whereas subjective questions seek answers containing private states, e.g. personal opinions, judgment, experiences. If we could automatically predict the orientation of a question, we would be able to better rank or filter the answers, improve search over the archives, and more accurately identify similar questions. For example, if a question is objective, we could try to find a few highly relevant articles as references, whereas if a question is subjective, useful answers are not expected to be found in authoritative sources and tend to rank low with current question answering and CQA search techniques. Finally, learning how to identify question orientation is a crucial component of inferring user intent, a long-standing problem in web information access settings.
In particular, we focus on the following research questions:
• Can we utilize the inherent structure of the CQA interactions and use the unlimited amounts of unlabeled data to improve classification performance, and/or reduce the amount of manual labeling required?
• Can we automatically predict question subjectivity in Community Question Answering -and which features are useful for this task in the real CQA setting?
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. We first overview the community question answering setting, and state the question orientation classification problem, which we use as the motivating application for our system, more precisely. We then introduce our CoCQA system for semi-supervised classification of questions and answers in CQA communities (Section 3). We report the results of our experiments over thousands of real user questions in Section 4, showing the effectiveness of our approach. Finally, we review related work in Section 5, and discuss our conclusions and future work in Section 6.
Question Orientation in CQA
We first briefly describe the essential features of question answering communities such as Yahoo! Answers or Naver. Then, we formally state the problem addressed in this paper, and the features used for this setting.
Community Question Answering
Online social media content and associated services comprise one of the fastest growing segments on the Web. The explicit support for social interactions between participants, such as posting comments, rating content, and responding to questions and comments makes the social media unique. Question answering has been particularly amenable to social media by directly connecting information seekers with the community members willing to share the information. Yahoo! Answers, with millions of users and hundreds of millions of answers for millions of questions is a very successful implementation of CQA.
For example, consider two example usercontributed questions, objective and subjective respectively: Figure 1 shows an example of community interactions in Yahoo! Answers around the question Q2 above. A user posted the question in the Health category of the site, and was able to obtain 10 responses from other users. Eventually, the asker chooses the best answer. Failing that, as shown in the example, the best answer can also be chosen according to the votes from other users. Many of the interactions depend on the perceived goals of the asker: if the participants interpret the question as subjective, they will tend to share their experiences and opinions, and if they interpret the question as objective, they may still share their experiences but may also provide more factual information.
Problem Definition
We now state our problem of question orientation more precisely. We consider question orientation from the perspective of user goals: authors of objective questions request authoritative, objective information (e.g., published literature or expert opinion), whereas authors of subjective questions seek opinions or judgments of other users in the community. We state our problem as follows. (Chapelle et al., 2006 ) is a natural approach for this setting. Intuitively, we can consider the text of the question itself or answers to it. In other words, we have multiple (at least two) natural views of the data, which satisfies the conditions of the co-training approach (Blum and Mitchell, 1998) . In co-training, two separate classifiers are trained on two sets of features, respectively. By automatically labeling the unlabeled examples, these two classifiers iteratively "teach" each other by giving their partners a newly labeled data that they can predict with high confidence. Based on the original co-training algorithm in (Blum and Mitchell, 1998) and other implementations, we develop our algorithm CoCQA shown in Figure 2 .
Question
At Steps 1 and 2, the K examples are coming from different feature spaces, and each category (for example, Subjective and Objective) has top Kj most confident examples chosen, where Kj corresponds to the distribution of class in the current set of labeled examples L. CoCQA will terminate when the increments of both classifiers are less than a specified threshold X or the maximum number of iterations are exceeded. Following the cotraining approach, we include the most confidently predicted examples as additional "labeled" data. The SVM output margin value was used to estimate confidence; alternative methods (including reliability of this confidence prediction) could further improve performance, and we will explore these issues in future work. Finally, the next question is how to estimate classification performance with training data. For each pass, we randomly split the original training data into N folds (N=10 in our experiments), and keep one part for validation and the rest, augmented with the newly added examples, as the expanded training set.
After CoCQA terminates, we obtain two classifiers. When a new example arrives, we will classify it with these two classifiers based on both of the feature sets, and combine the predictions of these two classifiers. We explored two strategies to make the final decision based on the confidence values given by two classifiers:
Choose the class with higher confidence Multiply the confidence values, and choose the class that has the highest product. We found the second heuristic to be more effective than the first in our experiments. As the base classifier we use SVM in the current implementation, but other classifiers could be incorporated as well.
Experimental Evaluation
We experiment with supervised and semisupervised methods on a relatively large data set from Yahoo! Answers.
Datasets
To our knowledge, there is no standard dataset of real questions and answers posted by online users, labeled for subjectivity orientation. Hence, we had to create a dataset ourselves. To create our dataset, we downloaded more than 30,000 resolved questions from each of the following top-level categories of Yahoo! Answers: Arts, Education, Health, Science, and Sports. We randomly chose 200 questions from each category to create a raw dataset with 1,000 questions total. Then, we labeled the dataset with annotators from the Amazon's Mechanical Turk service 4 . For annotation, each question was judged by 5 Mechanical Turk workers who passed a qualification test of 10 questions (labeled by ourselves) with at least 9 of them correctly marked. The qualification test was required to ensure that the raters were sufficiently competent to make reasonable judgments. We grouped the tasks into 25 question batches, where the whole batch was submitted as the Mechanical Turk's Human Intelligence Task (HIT). The batching of questions was done to easily detect the "random" ratings produced by irresponsible workers. That is, each worker rated a batch of 25 questions.
While precise definition of subjectivity is elusive, we decided to take the practical perspective, namely the "majority" interpretation. The annotators were instructed to guess orientation according to how the question would be answered by most people. We did not deal with multi-part questions: if any part of question was subjective, the whole question was labeled as subjective. The gold standard was thus derived with the majority strategy, followed by manual inspection as a "sanity check". At this stage we removed 22 questions with undeterminable meaning, including gems such as "Upward Soccer Use C Q ,j-1 to predict labels for U and choose top K items with highest confidence E Q, , j-1 Use C A ,j-1 to predict labels for U and choose top K items with highest confidence E A, , j-1 The statistics of our labeled sample show that the vast majority of the questions in all categories except for Science are subjective in nature. The relatively high ratio of subjective questions in the Science category is surprising. However, we find that users often post polemics and statements instead of questions, using CQA as a forum to share their opinions on controversial topics. Overall, we were struck by the expressed need in Subjective information, even for categories such as Health and Education, where objective information would intuitively seem more desirable.
Features Used in Experiments
For the subjectivied experiments to follow, we attempt to capture the linguistic characteristics identified in previous work (Section 5) in a lightweight and robust manner, due to the informal and noisy nature of CQA. In particular, we use the following feature classes, computed separately over question and answer content:
Character Moreover, we experimented with three term weighting schemes: Binary, TF, and TF*IDF. Term frequency (TF) exhibited better performance in our development experiments, so we use this weighting scheme for all the experiments in Section 4. Regarding features: both words and structure of the text (e.g., word order) can be used to infer subjectivity. Therefore, the features we employ, such as words and word n-grams, are expected to be useful as a (coarse) proxy to grammatical and phrase features. Unlike traditional work on news-like text, the text of CQA and has poor spelling, grammar, and heavily uses non-standard abbreviations, hence our decision to use character n-grams.
Experimental Setting
Metrics: Since the prediction on both subjective questions and objective questions is equally important, we use the macroaveraged F1 measure as the evaluation metric. This is computed as the macro average of F1 measures computed for the Subjective and Objective classes individually. The F1 measure for either class is computed as
Methods compared:
We compare our approach with both the base supervised learning, as well as GE, a state-of-the-art semisupervised method:
Supervised: we use the LibSVM implementation (Chang and Lin, 2001 ) with linear kernel.
GE: This is a state-of-the-art semisupervised learning algorithm, Generalized Expectation (GE), introduced in (McCallum et al., 2007) that incorporates model expectations into the objective functions for parameter estimation. CoCQA: Our method (Section 3).
For semi-supervised learning experiments, we selected a random subset of 2,000 unlabeled questions for each of the topical categories, for the total of 10,000 unlabeled questions.
Experimental Results
First we report the performance of our Supervised baseline system with a variety of features, reporting the average results of 5-fold cross validation. Then we investigate the performance to our new CoCQA framework under a variety of settings. Table 2 reports the classification performance for varying units of representation (e.g., question text vs. answer text) and the varying feature sets. We used case-insensitive features and TF (term frequency within the text unit) as feature weights, as these two settings achieved the best results in our development experiments. The rows show performance considering only the question text (question), the best answer (best_ans), text of all answers to a question (all_ans), the text of the question and the best answer (q_bestans), and the text of the question with all answers (q_allans), respectively. In particular, using the words in the question alone achieves F1 of 0.717, compared to using words in the question and the best answers text (F1 of 0.695). For comparison, a naïve baseline that always guesses the majority class (Subjective) obtains F1 of 0.398.
Supervised Learning
With character 3-gram, our system achieves performance comparable with words as features, but combining them together does not improve performance. We observe a slight gain with more complicated features, e.g. word n-gram, or word and POS n-grams, but the gain is not significant, and hence not worth the increased complexity of the feature generation. Finally, combining question text with answer text does not improve performance.
Interestingly, the best answer itself is not as effective as the question for subjectivity analysis, nor is using all of the answers submitted. One possible reason is that approximately 40% of the best answers were chosen by the community and not the asker herself, are hence not necessarily representative of the asker intent. Table 2 . Performance of predicting question orientation on the mixed dataset with varying feature sets (Supervised). Table 3 . Experiment results on sub-categories with supervised SVM (q_bestans features).
As words are simple and effective features in this experiment, we will use them in the subsequent experiments. Furthermore, the feature set using the words in the question with best answer together (q_bestans) exhibit higher performance than question with all answers (q_allans). Thus, we will only consider questions and best answers in the following experiments with GE and CoCQA.
Semi-Supervised Learning
We now focus on investigating the effectiveness of CoCQA, our co-training-based framework for community question answering analysis. Table 4 summarizes the main results of this section. The values for CoCQA are derived with the parameter settings: K=100, X=0.001. These optimal settings are chosen after comprehensive experiments with different combinations, described later in this section. GE does not exhibit a significant improvement over Supervised. In contrast, CoCQA performs significantly better than the purely supervised method, with F1 of 0.745 compared to the F1 of 0.717 for Supervised. While it may seem surprising that a semisupervised method outperforms a supervised one, note that we use all of the available labeled data as provided to the Supervised method, as well as a large amount of unlabeled data, that is ultimately responsible for the performance improvement. Table 4 . Performance of CoCQA, GE, and Supervised with the same feature and data settings.
As an added advantage, CoCQA approach is also practical. In a realistic application, we have two different situations: offline and online. With online processing, we may not have best answers available to predict question's orientation, whereas we can employ information from best answers in offline setting. Co-training is a solution that is applicable to both situations. With CoCQA, we have two classifiers using the question text and the best answer text, respectively. We can use both of them to obtain better results in the offline setting, while in online setting, we can use the text of the question alone. In contrast, GE may not have this flexibility.
We now analyze the performance of CoCQA under a variety of settings to derive optimal parameters and to better understand the performance. Figure 3 reports the performance of CoCQA with varying the K parameter from 20 to 200. In this experiment, we fix X to be 0.001. The combination of question and best answer is superior to that of question and all answers. When K is 100, the system obtains the best result, 0.745. Figure 4 reports the number of co-training iterations needed to converge to optimal performance. After 13 iterations (and 2500 unlabeled examples added), CoCQA achieves optimal performance, and eventually terminates after an additional 3 iterations. While a validation set should have been used for CoCQA parameter tuning, Figures 3 and 4 indicate that CoCQA is not sensitive to the specific parameter settings. In particular, we observe that any K is greater than 100, and for any number of iterations R is greater than 10, CoCQA exhibits in effectively equivalent performance. Figure 5 reports the performance of CoCQA for varying the number of labeled examples from 50 to 400 (that is, up to 50% of the available labeled training data). Note that for this comparison we use the same feature sets (words in question and best answer text), but using only the (varying) fractions of the manually labeled data. Surprisingly, CoCQA exhibits comparable performance of F1=0.685 with only 200 labeled examples are used, compared to the F1=0.695 for Supervised with all 800 labeled training examples on this feature set. In other words, CoCQA is able to achieve comparable performance to supervised SVM with only one quarter of the labeled training data. 
Related Work
Question analysis, especially question classification, has been long studied in the question answering research community. However, most of the previous research primarily considered factual questions, with the notable exception of the most recent TREC opinion QA track. Furthermore, the questions were specifically designed for benchmark evaluation. A related thread of research considered deep analysis of the questions (and corresponding sentences) by manually classifying questions along several orientation dimensions, notably (Stoyanov et al., 2005) . In contrast, our work focuses on analyzing real user questions posted in a question answering community. These questions are often complex or subjective, and are typically difficult to answer automatically as the question author probably was not able to find satisfactory answers with quick web search. Automatic complex question answering has been an active area of research, ranging from simple modification to factoid QA techniques (e.g., Soricut and Brill, 2003) to knowledge intensive approaches for specific domains (e.g., Harabagiu et al. 2001, Fushman and . However, the technology does not yet exist to automatically answer open-domain complex and subjective questions. While there has been some recent research (e.g., Agichtein et al. 2008 , Bian et al. 2008 on retrieving high quality answers from CQA archives, the subjectivity orientation of the questions has not been considered as a feature for ranking.
A related corresponding problem is complex QA evaluation. Recent efforts at automatic evaluation show that even for welldefined, objective, complex questions, evaluation is extremely labor-intensive and introduces many challenges Fushman 2006, Lin and Zhang 2007) . As part of our contribution we showed that it is feasible to use the Amazon Mechanical Turk service for evaluation by combining large degree of annotator redundancy (5 annotators per question) with more sparse but higher-quality expert annotation.
The problem of automatic subjective question answering has recently started to be addressed in the question answering community, most recently as the first opinion QA track in (Dang et al., 2007) . Unlike the controlled TREC opinion track (introduced in 2007), many of the questions in Yahoo! Answers community are inherently subjective, complex, ill-formed, or all of the above. To our knowledge, this paper is the first largescale study of subjective/objective orientation of information needs, and certainly the first in the CQA environment.
A closely related research thread is subjectivity analysis at document and sentence level. For example, reference (Yu, H., and Hatzivassiloglou, V. 2003; Somasundaran et al. 2007) attempted to classify sentences into those reporting facts or opinions. Also related is research on sentiment analysis (e.g., Pang et al., 2004) where the goal is to classify a sentence or text fragment as being overall positive or negative. More generally, (Wiebe et al. 2004 ) and subsequent work focused on the analysis of subjective language in narrative text, primarily news. Our problem is quite different in the sense that we are trying to identify the orientation of a question. Nevertheless, our baseline method is similar to the methods and features used for sentiment analysis, and one of our contributions is evaluating the usefulness of the established features and techniques to the new CQA setting.
In order to predict question orientation, we build on co-training, one of the known semisupervised learning techniques. Many models and techniques have been proposed for classification, including support vector machines, decision tree based techniques, boosting-based techniques, and many others. We use LIBSVM (Chang and Lin, 2001 ) as a robust implementation of SVM algorithms.
In summary, while we draw on many techniques in question answering, natural language processing, and text classification, our work differs from previous research in that a) develop a novel co-training based algorithm for question and answer classification; b) we address a relatively new problem of automatic question subjectivity prediction; c) demonstrate the effectiveness of our techniques in the new CQA setting and d) explore the characteristics unique to CQA -while showing good results for a quite difficult task.
Conclusions
We presented CoCQA, a co-training framework for modeling the textual interactions in question answer communities. Unlike previous work, we have focused on real user questions (often noisy, ungrammatical, and vague) submitted in Yahoo! Answers, a popular community question answering portal. We demonstrated CoCQA for one particularly important task of automatically identifying question subjectivity orientation, showing that CoCQA is able to exploit the structure of questions and corresponding answers. Despite the inherent difficulties of subjectivity analysis for real user questions, we have shown that by applying CoCQA to this task we can significantly improve prediction performance, and substantially reduce the size of the required training data, while outperforming a general state-ofthe-art semi-supervised algorithm that does not take advantage of the CQA characteristics.
In the future we plan to explore more sophisticated features such semantic concepts and relationships (e.g., derived from WordNet or Wikipedia), and richer syntactic and linguistic information. We also plan to explore related variants of semi-supervised learning such as co-boosting methods to further improve classification performance. We will also investigate other applications of our cotraining framework to tasks such as sentiment analysis in community question answering and similar social media content.
